Alpha Horizontal and Vertical Water Bottle
In clear acrylic or PVC

Alpha water bottles are well suited for general purpose sampling at any depth. Plunger like polyurethane end seals are water resistant and very flexible for a secure seal. Black latex tubing is resistant to sunlight and water for extra durability. Available in your choice of horizontal samplers for stratification sampling or vertical samplers for placing multiple or single bottles on each line. 2.21L volume.

Note about contamination
The Alpha Samplers with blue end seals may leach phosphorus and mercury and are not recommended for chemical sampling.

Beta Plus Horizontal and Vertical Water Bottle
For trace sampling in clear acrylic or PVC

Beta Plus bottles are similar to Alpha water bottles except for the end seals and closing tubing. The materials used in the Beta Plus make it more suitable for sampling trace metals and organics.

Rigid, white polyurethane end seals with silicone gaskets and amber latex tubing are used for cleaner samples without fear of contamination by leached materials. No metal parts touch the sample. Available in your choice of horizontal samplers for sampling at any depth or vertical samplers for stratification studies. 2.21L Volume.

 Ordering Information
BME224250 Van Dorn Style Bottle, 5kg

Van Dorn Style Bottle
Lightweight and compact, this water sampler is ideal for field workers.

A one litre sampler of transparent acrylic comes with 20m of calibrated nylon line and a lead collar which assures rapid descent and minimal drift. The trigger release mechanism seals the sampler chamber at the desired depth. For removal of water samples, outlet is mounted on side.

 Ordering Information
Kits include 30m of braided line, stainless steel messenger and carrying case.

Acrylic Beta Plus Water Bottles
BME223461 Horizontal, w/Case, 7 kg
BME223462 Horizontal Kit, 7 kg
BME223463 Horizontal, w/o Case, 5 kg
BME223464 Vertical, w/Case, 7 kg
BME223465 Vertical Kit, 7 kg

PVC Beta Plus Water Bottles
BME223468 Horizontal, w/Case, 6 kg
BME223469 Horizontal Kit, 7 kg
BME223470 Horizontal, w/o Case, 5 kg
BME223471 Vertical, w/Case, 6 kg
BME223472 Vertical Kit, 7 kg

Ordering Information
Kits include 30m of braided line, stainless steel messenger and carrying case.

Acrylic Alpha Water Bottles
BME223450 Horizontal, w/Case, 6 kg
BME223451 Horizontal Kit, 7 kg
BME223452 Horizontal, w/o Case, 5 kg
BME223453 Vertical, w/Case, 7 kg
BME223454 Vertical Kit, 7 kg

PVC Alpha Water Bottles
BME223457 Horizontal, w/Case, 6 kg
BME223458 Horizontal Kit, 7 kg
BME223459 Horizontal, w/o Case, 5 kg
BME223460 Vertical, w/Case, 6 kg
BME223461 Vertical Kit, 7 kg
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